NOTES:
1. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES [MILLIMETERS].
2. MOUNTING DIAMETER: 09/32''
3. LENS MATERIAL / COLOR: LEXAN 101-112 / RED
4. SLEEVE MATERIAL / COLOR: NYLON 66 (DUPONT: ZYTEL 101L) / BLACK
5. HEADER MATERIAL / COLOR: NYLON 66 (DUPONT: ZYTEL 101L) / BLACK

ELECTRICAL-OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Ta = 25°C)

LEDTRONICS PART NO. | DESCRIPTION PART NO. | HI-EFF RED | COLOR Emitted | INPUT VOLTAGE, V | POWER (W) | CURRENT (A) | MAXIMUM CANDELA | λ(P nm) | VIEWING ANGLE (FULL BEAM WIDTH @ 50% INTENSITY)
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
CF296CR6-0011 | CF296CR6-6V/60-B | 0.33 W | 0.055 A | 630nm | 160°
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